
Unit 2 Lesson 3

Using Microscopes



Using Microscopes

Students will be able to:

• Identify and label the different parts of a compound microscope.

• Give the function of each part of a compound microscope.

• Enumerate the steps in using a compound microscope.



Key Vocabulary

Using Microscopes

• Compound microscope

• Eyepiece

• Monocular or Binocular head

• Arm

• Nosepiece

• Base

• Objective lenses

• Slide

• Stage

• Stage clips

• Aperture

• Iris Diaphragm

• Condenser

• Coarse and fine adjustment knob

• Stage height adjustment control

• Mirror



Key Vocabulary

Using Microscopes

• Illumination

• Diopter adjustment

• Revolving turret



Using 
Microscopes



It is without a doubt that the invention of microscopes

has unlocked many doors in science. Microscopes have

enabled scientists, researchers, and even students to

observe and study the things that are not visible to our

naked eye. These include the structures of cells and the

smallest components of plants, animals, and even fungi.

The Importance of Microscopes



Microscopes are considered the backbone of the study of life or Biology. In this field of

study, microscopes are considered an important tool because it primarily deals with the

study of cells, genes, and all organisms. Cells and some organisms are too small to be

observed with the naked eye and can be seen only under a microscope at magnifications

ranging from 40x - 1000x.

The Importance of Microscopes



The most familiar types of microscopes are compound

microscopes since they are commonly found in science and

biology classrooms. Given the importance of microscopes in

science, students are taught how to use compound microscopes

in the classroom. Early exposure of students to microscopes will

provide training for a science-related career in the future. In

addition, the knowledge of how to manipulate microscopes aids

them in conducting their own scientific investigations.

The Importance of Microscopes



Before you proceed to learn how to use a

microscope, first you need to familiarize the

different components of the compound

microscope and learn their specific location.

Parts of a Compound Microscope



.

Parts of a Compound Microscope



1. Eyepiece (ocular lens) with or without pointer -

the top portion of the compound microscope

where the viewer looks through. The

magnification of the eyepiece usually ranges

from 5x to 30x.

2. Monocular or Binocular Head- a support

structure that holds and joins the eyepieces to

the objective lenses.

3. Arm – it supports the head of the microscope

and connects it to the base.

Parts of a Compound Microscope



4. Nosepiece – this part holds the objective lenses

and attaches them to the microscope head. The

active objective lens is changed by rotating this

part.

5. Base – it is considered the foundation of the

microscope since it supports the compound

microscope. It is the bottom base that houses

the illumination of the microscope.

Parts of a Compound Microscope



6. Objective lenses – these are considered the primary optical

lenses of a microscope. Typically, there are 3 to 5 objective

lenses in a compound microscope, each with a different

magnification level. The most common magnifying power

for the objectives are, 4x, 10x, 40x and 100x. To get the

compound microscope’s total magnification, multiply the

objective magnification by the eyepiece magnification level.

For example, a compound microscope with a 10x eyepiece

magnification looking through the 100x objective lens has a

total magnification of 1000x

Parts of a Compound Microscope



7. Slide – usually slides and slide covers are thin

rectangular glasses. A slide is used to hold the

specimen in place coupled with slide covers

for viewing.

8. Stage – the flat platform on which the slide is

placed for viewing; on most compound

microscopes, the height of the mechanical

stage can be adjusted.

Parts of a Compound Microscope



9. Stage Clips – these are clips on the stage that

keep the slide in position on the mechanical

stage.

10. Aperture - it is the hole in the stage in which

the illumination from the compound

microscope’s base reaches the stage.

Parts of a Compound Microscope



11. Iris Diaphragm – found above the condenser

and below the stage, this part of the compound

microscope controls the amount of light that

reaches the specimen.

12. Condenser - this part of the compound

microscope is normally found under the stage

alongside an iris diaphragm. This lens collects

and focuses the illuminator’s light onto the

specimen.

Parts of a Compound Microscope



13. Coarse and Fine adjustment Knobs - the coarse adjustment knob

is the larger of the two knobs and is closest to the compound

microscope’s arm. On the other hand, the fine adjustment knob

is the smaller one and is located further away from the

compound microscope’s arm. These knobs adjust the focus of the

microscope. By turning the coarse adjustment knobs, the

compound microscope stage can be raised and lowered more

rapidly bringing the image into focus under low power. The fine

adjustment knobs are also used to adjust the stage but at higher

magnifications. This knob gives fine adjustment to the focus.

Parts of a Compound Microscope



14. Stage Height Adjustment/Control – this part adjusts

the horizontal and vertical position of the

mechanical stage. Adjusting these knobs is

important so that the objective lens never comes in

contact with the slide on the stage.

15. Mirror - it is the light reflector of the compound

microscope. It allows the observer to see a clear

image of the specimen. Mirrors are used in low-cost

compound microscopes.

Parts of a Compound Microscope



16. Illumination – Usually located in the base of the

compound microscope, the illuminator is

considered the light source for a microscope.

Most compound microscopes use low-voltage

halogen bulbs as a source of illumination.

17. Diopter Adjustment – corrects any differences

in vision between the right and the left eye.

Parts of a Compound Microscope



It has been mentioned earlier that microscopes

have enabled scientists, researchers, and even

students to observe and study the things that are

not visible to our naked eye. Since you will be

having activities that will make use of microscopes,

you have to know how to maximize their use. To

make this possible, you must be fully aware of how

to use this tool properly. Below are the steps that

will guide you on how.

How to Use a Compound Microscope



1. Position your microscope on a

clean, level surface near an

electrical outlet.

2. Plug in your microscope and

switch it on. The switch can be

found on its base.

How to Use a Compound Microscope



3. Click the lowest power objective

lens into position by turning the

nosepiece - also known as the

revolving turret .

How to Use a Compound Microscope



4. Place the microscope slide on the

stage. Secure the slide by

fastening it with the stage clips.

Position the specimen on the

center of the slide over the stage

window.

How to Use a Compound Microscope



5. From the side, look at the

objective lens and the stage, and

then twist the coarse focus knob

to move the stage upward.

Without the objective lens

touching the lens, move the knob

as far as it goes.

How to Use a Compound Microscope



6. Looking through the eyepiece,

arrange the condenser and light

intensity to get a good level of

light. Move the coarse focus knob

until the image comes into focus.

7. Position the sample in the center

of the field view by moving the

slide around.

How to Use a Compound Microscope



8. Place the sample into focus and

readjust the condenser and light

intensity for the clearest image

using the focus knob. There may be

a need to reduce the light intensity

or even shut the condenser with

low power objectives.

9. You may change to the next highest

objective when you have a clear

image of your sample with the

lowest power objective.

How to Use a Compound Microscope



10. Make sure that there is something valuable to look

at before changing to a higher power. There may be

a need to readjust the sample into focus or readjust

the condenser and the light intensity. You can now

focus with the fine adjustment knob.

11. Lower the stage, return to the lower power

objective, and then remove the slide when done.

Clean and dry the objectives and the stage, turn off

the light and unplug from the electrical outlet.

How to Use a Compound Microscope



Using Microscopes

Comprehension check…

1. Why are microscopes important?



Using Microscopes

Comprehension check…

2. Give the function of each part of a compound microscope.

a. Eyepiece 

a. Objective lenses 



Using Microscopes

Comprehension check…

2. Give the function of each part of a compound microscope.

c. Slide 

d. Diopter adjustment 



Using Microscopes

Comprehension check…

3. Why is it important to know how to use a microscope properly?



Using Microscopes

Comprehension check… Answers

1. Why are microscopes important?

The invention of microscopes has unlocked many doors in science. Microscopes have enabled

scientists, researchers, and even students to observe and study the things that are not visible to our

naked eye. These include the structures of cells and the smallest components of plants, animals,

and even fungi. Microscopes are considered an important tool because it primarily deals with the

study of cells, genes, and all organisms. Cells and some organisms are too small to be observed with

the naked eye and can be seen only under a microscope



Using Microscopes

Comprehension check… Answers

2. Give the function of each part of a compound microscope.

a. Eyepiece 

b. Objective lenses 

The top portion of the compound microscope where the viewer looks through. The

magnification of the eyepiece usually ranges from 5x to 30x.

These are considered the primary optical lenses of a microscope. Typically, there are 3 to 5

objective lenses in a compound microscope, each with a different magnification level.



Using Microscopes

Comprehension check… Answers

2. Give the function of each part of a compound microscope.

c. Slide 

d. Diopter adjustment 

Slides and slide covers are thin rectangular glasses. A slide is used to hold the specimen in

place coupled with slide covers for viewing.

Correct any differences in vision between the right and the left eye.



Using Microscopes

Comprehension check… Answers

3. Why is it important to know how to use a microscope properly?

Knowing how to use a microscope properly enables us to maximize its functions and perform any

scientific investigations and experiments properly. We can get accurate and reliable results if this

tool is handled properly.


